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Myth Buster: Observational Studies (RWD)
• Simple studies to design
• Simple studies to implement
• Data quality is not important
• Analysis is relatively simple

Outline
• The Question
• Real World = Comparing outcomes for 2 or more treatments

• The Problem
•
•
•
•

No randomisation-> Selection Bias
Confounding
Switching
Unmeasured confounding

• Approaches to adjust for confounding
•
•
•
•

Regression
Propensity score
Matching
Model Averaging
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RWD is necessary but not sufficient for generating RWE
Duke-Margolis Whitepaper: A Framework for Regulatory Use of Real World Evidence; Sept 13, 2017
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Unlike RCT, treatment assignments in real world observational studies are not
randomized but usually influenced by confounders prior to treatment initiation, therefore
estimated causal treatment effect could be biased without proper confounder adjustment.

The Problem: Sources of Bias
• Information/Measurement Bias

• Selection Bias

• Information for patients in Groups A
and B are gathered or measured
differently
• Unblinded (perhaps blind raters), case
control

• Groups A and B differ in some
important aspect other than
treatment
• Imbalance in patient characteristics
between groups is typical

• Sponsor Bias
• Conduct differs due to knowledge of
sponsor
• Consider PRO, retrospective data

• medication choices in the real world
are not made at random, but on a set
of perhaps complex factors

• Confounding variables
• associated with both treatment
selection and outcome

The Problem: Selection Bias
With randomization – standard methods produce
estimates of causal treatment effects
Without randomization – standard methods produce
only ‘associations’ …. Treatment groups are NOT
comparable at baseline thus comparisons are BIASED

Patients can switch between treatments and
take multiple combinations of treatments
throughout the trial period
Complex data analysis ->quality of the results
relies on quality of the data

Selection
Issue:

Confounding
Bias

The Problem: Confounding (measured)
• In Comparative effectiveness research patient characteristics may
differ between treatment groups.
• Unadjusted results tell you the differences between treatment
management decisions
• They do not tell you about relative effectiveness of two treatments

The Problem: Confounding (measured)
Bleeding Rates in ACS-PCI* patients RCT vs RWD
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• Due to Design: Bleeding rates will be lower in
patients receiving Drug X (as given to patients
with a low risk of bleeding)
• This study demonstrates 2 Distinct populations =
nonoverlapping distributions
• Message: Management of patients is effective
right treatment to right patients
• Question asked may mean you do not want to
adjust
Premier Database

Drug X
(N=9,404)

Drug Y
(N=74,163)

Mean Age (years)

56.4

60.4

Age > 75 yrs (%)
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Male (%)
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Renal Insufficiency

7.6%

13.5%

1
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*Percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) Acute coronary syndrome (ACS)

The Problem: Confounding (measured)
• Higher socioeconomic position is
strongly associated with:

Protective
effect on CHD

▪ more frequent use of HRT
▪ lower risk of CHD

• No effect if adjusted for
socioeconomic status
• Note: In the large Women’s
Health Initiative RCT:
– HRT had no beneficial effect on CHD

Erik von Elm, Matthias Egger The scandal of poor epidemiological research Reporting guidelines are needed for observational epidemiology BMJ VOLUME 329 16 OCTOBER 2004
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The Problem: Analysis populations
• Different populations used in observational studies for same analysis
answer different questions:
▪ Completers
▪ Monotherapy
▪ Remain on monotherapy
▪ Intention to treat
▪ Observed treatment
▪ Predominant treatment e.g Defined Daily Dose

Think carefully about which population best answers the research question.
For example what happens if there is switching?

The Problem: Analysis populations (switching)
Mean Change from Baseline to Endpoint BPRS Scores
Intent-to-Treat

On Drug Subset
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The Problem: Unmeasured confounding

The Problem: Unmeasured confounding
0.4 *

1.36

months after Drug X initiation

▪ In RCTs, DRUG X was shown to be
more effective in reducing the risk of
fractures compared to non-active
patients

0.72 *

24 months

*

0.47 *
18 months

0.72

*

▪ In real-world setting, the analysis
without BMD failed to show any effect
of DRUG X

1.59*
0.45
0.73*

12 months

▪ Adjusting for BMD (Controlling for
unmeasured confounding ) reversed
the negative findings and changed
them to showing a significant positive
effect for DRUG X

1.55*
0.59

0.64 *

6 months

1.72*
0
Bayesian Approach

0.5

Stratified Approach
Original analysis
* Statistically significant at p<0.05 level.
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The Problem: Bias Adjustment Quote
D’Agostino (JAMA 2007)
“… even with the best of designs, observational
studies, unlike the RCTs, do not automatically control
for selection biases. Therefore, statistical methods
involving matching, stratification, and/or covariance
adjustment are needed”

Bias Adjustment Tools
PROPENSITY SCORE METHODS

REGRESSION METHODS

Regression with weights/strata*

Generalized Linear models (e.g. Logistic regression)

Matching (with/out PS)

Penalised regression models

Stratification and Clustering

Longitudinal models

Inverse weighting

LONGITUDINAL METHODS
Epoch analysis

NEW: Tree based methods

Marginal structural modelling

NEW: Prognostic Score

Structural nested modelling
Propensity score regression
~G-methods

INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES

NEW: MODEL AVERAGING**
(applying machine learning approaches)

*Doubly robust methods
**Zagar, Kadziola, Lipkovich, Madigan, Faries: submitted 2020

Methods: Regression
• Historically the most common approach to adjust for confounders
• Traditional Examples:
•
•
•
•

Multivariable Regression- continuous outcomes
Logistic regression models – binary outcomes
Poisson Regression – Event rates outcome
Cox Proportional Hazard’s models – Time to event outcome

• The models fit treatment alongside important patient baseline
characteristics.
• Results give treatment effect after adjusting for all other factors in the
model.
• Newer regression methods include penalized regression (PR):
•
•
•

Traditional GLM cannot manage large number of main effects (interactions) – especially when
this > sample size
Methods: Ridge, Lasso, Elastic Net
2 step process (replaces backward selection when you have many terms -> overfit)
•
•

Use PR to select covariates
Then fit model in via GLM (to get statistics) based on PR results

Methods: Traditional Regression
• Regression is not one of the recommended
approaches
• There is good literature that shows most of the time
the results of regression do not differ from
propensity scoring
• However, there is good literature showing it can be
biased when there are larger differences between
groups
• Regression fails when there is little overlap between
the cohorts – and is difficult to assess

Methods: Matching
•
•
•
•
•

Number of different approaches
No Gold Standard Recommended
Simple: case-control matching on one factor (EXACT)
Complex: Entropy Balancing method
Matching algorithms include
•
•

Greedy nearest neighbour (w/o replacement only)
Optimal matching (w/o replacement only)
•
•
•

•
•

Fixed ratio matching,
variable ratio matching
full matching

Matching with replacement
Genetic matching

• Can be problem if you have low sample size

Methods: Propensity Score (PS)
• For 2 treatments: Usually
generated with a logistic
regression model to identify
factors associated with
choice of treatment.
• Model gives a probability
(PS) on the likelihood of an
individual patient receiving
treatment A vs treatment B.
• Propensity scores are then
used to balance treatment
effect

• For >2 treatments Generalised PS
•
•
•

GPS matching
Inverse Probability Weighting
Vector Matching

• Other approaches to creating PS:
•
•

•

Tree methods: Gradient boosting
2 step: Penalised regression then
generalised linear models
More later

Methods: Propensity Score (PS)
Matching
Stratification

Combine matching
algorithms. Match patients
exactly (age gender) then
with similar PS, then compare
Cohorts of matched pairs

Group patients with similar PS;
Compare cohorts within each PS
strata; then average across the
strata

Regression

Inverse Weighting

Simple regression model

Run weighted analysis, weighting
each patient by the inverse of
P(Being on actual Treatment)

Y = Treatment + PS

Methods: Which to choose?
• Comparative Effectiveness estimates are sensitive to the Analytic
model
ISPOR highlighted the issue
(2009,2012) but gave no
guidance of what to do –
except be transparent
about what you do ☺

Methods: Which to choose?
• In the causal inference space
• Simulations show we are 10% right more
often when use machine learning/data
driven ensemble methods (Zagar et al:
submitted 2020)

• In the Predictive analytics space
• Applying multiple models is becoming
popular (Hess, Brnabic – work in progress)
• Super Learner research shows better
operating characteristics (Polley and Van
der Laan 2011

Methods: Which to choose?
• Older approaches – Regression methods (linear, logistic, Cox
models)
• More recently, Propensity score methods have become the
gold standard
• Currently, at least another analysis different to the primary
analysis is recommended (sensitivity analysis)
• Future state: Model averaging Approaches
• looks at many methods – also known as ensemble methods ,super
learner,
• uses machine learning principles

Methods: The future->Model Averaging
• Has been around for several decades just recently applied to causal
inference
• Estimates weights for each potential analytical approach
• Final estimate is a weighted average of estimates across all the methods
– where the weight applied to each method is based on the amount of
evidence supporting the method
• Used directly to estimate the treatment effect rather than the
propensity model (Zagar et al: submitted 2020)

Methods: The future->Model Averaging
• We believe the field is
moving from 1 favourite
method to using Machine
learning/Data driven
algorithms to choose the
best
• Could be Bayesian or
Frequentist
• Weighted average of all
models tested
• Treatment effect estimates
weighted based on k-fold
cross validation
• Currently time consuming
& complicated

Zagar, Kadziola, Lipkovich, Madigan, Faries: submitted 2020

Steps: Model Averaging
1. Selection of Individual Methods
2. Computing MA Weights based on mean square predicted error (MSPE) from
cross validation. Added complexities inherent due to the fact that not all
causal methods produce a predicted value for each individual. Modified
formula:

𝑀
𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑉
𝑊 = exp −
𝜎ො 2
where the variance is the estimated pooled within treatment variance using the full (both training and hold out) data. The
mean squared prediction error for an individual method is then computed as follows across all N patients.
𝑁0

 𝐶𝑉 = N−1
𝑀𝑆𝐸

𝑁

(𝑌𝑖 − 𝑌 −𝐷(𝑖) (𝑋 = 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑇 = 0))2 +
𝑖=1

3. Calculate MA Estimator:
Based on M analytical methods

(𝑌𝑖 − 𝑌 −𝐷(𝑖) (𝑋 = 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑇 = 1))2
𝑖=1+𝑁0

𝛿መ𝐹𝑀𝐴

መ
σ𝑀
𝑚=1 𝛿𝑚 𝑊𝑚
=
σ𝑀
𝑚=1 𝑊𝑚

Bootstrapping using the percentile method is used to estimate the variance of the model averaging estimator and allow
inferences of the results
Real World Health Care Data Analysis: Causal Methods and Implementation Using SAS. Douglas Faries, Xiang Zhang, Zbigniew Kadziola, Uwe Siebert, Felicitas Kuehne, Robert L Obenchain, Josep Maria Haro

Methods: Frequentist Model Averaging
• Weighted average of all
models fitted displayed
at the top
• CIs are bootstrapped
• Treatment effect
estimates weighted
based on influence
• Methods are ordered
from:

FMA Analysis (Matching methods)
Forest Plot

• highest weight
(most influential) to
• lowest weight
(least influential)

Different combinations of matching methods

The Problem: Assumptions for causal inference
Propensity Score adjustments can provide for estimates of the
causal treatment differences under the following assumptions:

#1

No Unmeasured Confounders
All confounders are in the dataset and analysis

#2

Sufficient Overlap in Populations
Positivity, no perfect confounding e.g. cannot have all females in one group

#3

Correct Statistical Models

Propensity Scores
• Want to know the effect of
something comparing two or more
treatments
• You don’t have random
assignment
• You do have a list of variables that
determine whether or not an
individual received treatment
• Used to minimise selection bias by
balancing covariates (the
characteristics of participants)
between treated and control
groups
• When the covariates are balanced,
it becomes much easier to match
participants and assess causality

• The probability that a unit with
certain characteristics will be
assigned to the treatment group as opposed to the control group

Patients are similar in some way =Probability (assigned to a treatment)

Example: Current recommended approach to PS
1. Select Covariates for Adjustment
2. Compute Propensity Score
3. Assess Feasibility & Confirm Balance – “ Outcome free”
4. Match Treated and Controls based on Algorithm (e.g.
1:1 Greedy) or PS regression or PS stratification
5. Analysis: TTest/Regression on Matched Sample
*Ho et. al, 2007

Rubin – Done without looking at the outcome data-> not biased with influence of the outcome

Example: Current recommended approach to PS

• In general, there are 3 sets of covariates we may consider for
inclusion in the estimation model:

a) Covariates that are predictive of treatment assignment
b) Covariates that are associated with the outcome variable

c) Covariates that are predictive of both treatment assignment and
the outcome

Example: Current recommended approach to PS
2. Compute Propensity Score
1. A priori logistic regression model – prespecified list of covariates
• In SAS: PROC PSMATCH or PROC LOGISTIC
2. Automatic parametric model selection – Iterative process - examines all ME &
interactions and assesses balance across strata then select model based on terms
that improve the balance the most
3. Two stage approach: use penalized regression then GLM
4. Nonparametric: can handle missing without imputation & sensitive to outliers
e.g CART, bagged CART, Random forests, boosted CART (gradient boosting)
• In SAS: PROC GRADBOOST (xgboost in R)
• Has nice autotune function for tuning hyperparameters (SAS VIYA)
Select based on the Quality of the PS estimates = good balance between comparison groups

Example: Current recommended approach to PS
3. Assess Feasibility & Confirm Balance – “Outcome free”

• Confirming that the target population
of inference is feasible with the
current data  Sufficient overlap to
generalise
• Assessing the ability to address
confounders (measured and
unmeasured)  must balance the two
treatment groups in regards to all key
covariates that may be related to both
outcome and the treatment selection

Assessing Propensity Distribution Overlap

Any attempt at estimating treatment
differences across the full population is
SSRI
questionable!

Propensity Score: Interpretation
Matched patients:
• Now that we have a different
group of patients with the
‘new control group’ we
cannot generalise to the
entire sample we had
• We are not calculating an
average treatment effect but
the treatment effect on the
treated
• Results generalise to what
look like the treatment group
not the entire population

Assessing Propensity Distribution Overlap
Pre-matching/Pre-trimming
50

opioid

non-opioid

#Patients

0

Feasibility Statistics for PS
SMD: <0.25 (Austin:<0.1) - OK
Ratio of variances: 0.5 to 2.0 - OK
Preference score: 0.3 to 0.7 - OK
Tipton: >0.9 - OK
Proportion of close matches 1.0 = perfect
(based on Greedy 1:1 with replacement)

50

100

SMD = 0.84
Ratio of Variances = 2.04
Preference Score = 0.46
Tipton Index: 0.92
Proportion of Close Matches for opioid = 0.94
Proportion of Close Matches for non-opioid = 0.95
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*SMD=Standardised mean difference
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Assessing Propensity Distribution Overlap
Pre-matching/Pre-trimming
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Feasibility Statistics for PS
• Comparative analyses may be
possible (similar ranges in the
distributions)
• The success of the statistical
adjustment, the assumption of
unmeasured confounders, and some
consideration of amending the
target population is warranted.
• Standard matching will likely lead to
a population of inference much
closer to the Opioid population than
the full population
• Methods such as matching with
replacement or inverse weighting
may rely on extreme weights to
produce the balance necessary

Assessing Propensity Balance: Covariates
• How do we know how well matching
worked- Assess covariate balance
• Use plots
• Standardise mean difference (SMD) (<0.1)
• Variance Ratios (VR) (has to be close to 1)

• Use permutation to get CI for SMD, VR

• Single Measures Comparing PS
• Average Absolute SMD
• Maximum Absolute SMD
• % ASMD<0.1

• Trimming needed for PS weighting

Assessing Propensity Balance: Covariates
PHQ8_B
FIQ_B * DxDur
Age * BPIPain_B
Age * ISIX_B
BMI_B * BPIPain_B
Age * PhysicalSymp_B
CPFQ_B * FIQ_B
Age * SDS_B
Age * PHQ8_B
BMI_B * PhysicalSymp_B
BMI_B * SDS_B
FIQ_B
CPFQ_B * DxDur
BMI_B * ISIX_B
BMI_B * PHQ8_B
DxDur
BMI_B * DxDur
GAD7_B * DxDur
CPFQ_B
Age * DxDur
Age * FIQ_B
Race Caucasian
BPIInterf_B * GAD7_B
DrSpecialty Other Specialty
BMI_B * FIQ_B
GAD7_B * SDS_B
GAD7_B * PHQ8_B
Age * CPFQ_B
GAD7_B * PhysicalSymp_B
BMI_B * CPFQ_B
GAD7_B * ISIX_B
BPIPain_B * GAD7_B
FIQ_B * GAD7_B
Gender female
CPFQ_B * GAD7_B
Age * GAD7_B
GAD7_B
Age * BMI_B
BMI_B * GAD7_B
BMI_B

Trimmed Population
Propensity Matched Patients

Age
DrSpecialty Primary Care

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

Absolute Standardized Difference

0.8

Assess balance statistics from all METHODS
Variance ratio

Standardized Difference

Assess balance statistics from all METHODS

Summarising the balancing scores

Show how
many matches

NEW statistics
single summaries of
amount of balance
achieved

Can quickly decide: the selection of best method at a glance
Select maximum # matched
Select lowest Average/Maximum Absolute STD Difference
Select highest % STD Diff

Selection of Candidate models
• Use the feasibility analysis:
• Overlap
• Balance

• To ensure the same populations are being
assessed with different models
• To assess the candidate models for the model
averaging

Summary
• Comparative analysis from observational data requires
careful statistical adjustment for confounding
• Process is important (pre-specification)
• Propensity Scoring is a commonly used and useful tool to adjust
for bias due to measured confounders
• More than 1 approach is not enough

• Advanced methods are being implemented

Questions
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